SGA Assembly at Penfabric Mill 4

Small Group Activities (SGA) is an important activity in Penfabric Mill 4 to tap idea and encourage participation of employee from all levels to give idea and make proposal for improvements on safety, quality and productivity.

A short SGA assembly was held on 20th February 2020 to distribute the prizes for good suggestions. The assembly started at 8:30 am with a Safety Call by Mr Faizal Ailiah.

Mr T.Irisa, the Mill Manager of Penfabric Mill 4, gave a short speech on Performance and Quality. He explained the company’s situation and encouraged all employees to participate in SGA activities to help in the improvement of the quality for our product.

A total of 38 suggestions were received for the month of December 2019 and January 2020. Prizes were distributed to all the good suggestions.

Mr Jaya Paul gave a short explanation on the importance of quality and urge all employees to work together to improve the quality performance of our company. Mr Areeb, representative from Technical Section gave a presentation on the topic of “Quality”. Mr Faizal gave a presentation on “Maintaining Discipline through 5S”.

Safety Call
Speech by Mill Manager, Mr Irisa

Speech by Mr Jaya Paul
The prizes for good rewards presented by Mr Tajika

The prizes for idea rewards presented by Mr Hoshino

The assembly ended with at 8.50 am with SGA call by Mr ZX Boon. The next SGA assembly will be on April, 2020.